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For more than 20 years conferences and symposia focusing on freemasonry’s social
impact have become increasingly popular. The appetite for learning more about
the various highways and byways of the masonic world has been a welcome trend.
The conferences at the Canonbury Research Centre, the University of Sheffield, the
International Conference on the History of Freemasonry (ICHF), the annual masonic
symposia of   the University of California Los Angeles, the Philalethes Research
Society, and the Grand Lodge of California, for example, are just a few of the many
institutions and organizations who have provided a stage for the seasoned academic
and beginning masonic historian alike.
Getting the Third Degree: Fraternalism, Freemasonry and History, is a brief compilation
of some of the essays from the first International Conference on Fraternalism,
Freemasonry, and History (ICFFH), held in May 2015 at the Bibliothèque Nationale
de France. According to the editors’ description on the reverse of the book, the
conference was, ‘Possibly the most international and diverse scholarly conference
on fraternalism and freemasonry…’ This conference, aside from it being the first
large-scale symposium since the 2013 ICHF in Edinburgh, was focused towards
emerging scholars and students of fraternal history, as well as established scholars
such as Andreas Önnerfors, Yasha Berisiner, and Brent Morris. This compilation,
which features essays from the aforementioned individuals, as well as 12 others,
covers topics ranging from art history, sociology, political science, poetry, gender,
and others. Such a diverse array is illustrative of the large ground one can travel with
the study of freemasonry, which is one of the reasons for the success of the multiplesubject conferences such as the ICHF and the ICFFH.
While the book contains several excellent essays, Önnerfors’, ‘Unveiling the
Copiale Manuscript: Layers of Fraternalism, Ritual and Politics in 18th Century
Germany’ is one of the highlights. At once a socio-political history lesson with the
intrigue of clandestine secret societies, and early Masonic haute grades such as the
Scottish Master’s Degree, the essay is also a modern scientific detective story, as
the Copiale Manuscript’s impossibly difficult cipher was eventually cracked after
several years using advanced data-linguistic technologies.
The Copiale Manuscript was not originally known to be that of a fraternal
organization, but when the decryption was finally completed it proved to be a
manuscript belonging to a German secret society of ophthalmologists. However,
the question remains as to whether the document is indeed an exposed ritual of
ophthalmologists, an anti-masonic exposure, or, if it is really a cleverly hidden ritual
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exposé intended for a masonic audience.  Moreover, it may yet yield the promise of
a possible earlier genesis for the Scottish Master degree.
Another strong essay is Elquemedo Oscar Alleyne’s ‘A Contemporary Look at the
Various Forms of Freemasonry Among African Americans in the United States’. Far
from being a simple examination of Prince Hall freemasonry, Alleyne’s essay deftly
explores the labyrinthine evolution of several popular African-American masonic
groups, first by classifying them according to category, i.e. Prince Hall Affiliated,
Prince Hall Origin, and non-Prince Hall. He then gives a brief history of each, and
their relationship with one another. Perhaps the most curious and frustrating are
those of the non-Prince Hall which are all considered irregular or clandestine by
the majority of American Grand Lodges, and are very much active in communities,
thus confusing both mason and non-mason alike, as they sometimes appear on
the community stage or gain unlawful access into regular masonic lodges. Alleyne
analyses their historical context and dispels some of the wide-spread confusions
about them.
Other noteworthy essays in this collection are Juan Augusto Abadjian’s history
of the Armenian Lodge Euphrates No. 1078 and its harsh struggles during the First
World War; Casey Stanislaw’s fascinating investigation into General Antonio López
de Santa Ana’s masonic career and his recently rediscovered Scottish Rite patent; and
Karen Kidd’s ‘Evolution of Co-Masonic English-Language Blue Lodge Freemasonic
Ritual’, a brief chronicle of the history of co-masonic ritual and its creators, and an
introduction for the reader to the Dharma ritual, which, according to Kidd, ‘forms
the trunk of the tree of co-masonic English-language blue lodge ritual’ (p. 119).
In the main, Getting the Third Degree is a balanced mixture of thoughtful speculative
and academic essays, and thus a worthy addition to any library with masonic
collections, especially when one considers that the transactions of large-scale masonic
symposia have been (for the most part) difficult to produce. However, I would be
remiss if I did not note that one serious flaw is that many of the submissions have not
been edited for grammar and spelling mistakes. This, of course, makes for an uneven
reading experience and dilutes the message of the writer. It is an avoidable flaw that
I am sure the editors will address in future publications.
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